Contec® Professional Cleaning Don’t Take Chances. Take Control.™

ZEROGRAVITY™

Innovative Mopping System
Lightweight yet sturdy, designed for all surfaces
The ZeroGravity™ mopping system by Contec Professional is a unique concept
in cleaning. The incredibly lightweight hardware and frame, combined with
the Premira® Disposable Microfiber Mop Pad, offer an ergonomically friendly
alternative to traditional mops. The blue mop frame is 100% recyclable
polypropylene and features a low profile. This makes cleaning under objects,
furniture and equipment easier than ever.
The nonferrous aluminum handles come in a variety of lengths and are easy to
interchange as needed. They are strong and durable yet light enough to reduce
the strain on operators that traditional mops can cause. The ZeroGravity®
mopping system is the ideal core tool for any cleaning organization, providing
outstanding results and exceptional value.

CURVED FRAME FACE FOR EVEN PRESSURE
Less strain and effort involved

The curved, blue polypropylene mop frame of the ZeroGravity™
mopping system is flexible enough to flatten completely when
normal cleaning pressure is applied. This allows the entire
cleaning surface of the Premira® Disposable Microfiber Mop Pad to
be used, instead of just certain spots or areas. The ZeroGravity™
mopping system is engineered to help cleaning teams and EVS
staff able to work more quickly, consistently and effectively.

FEATURES
• Innovative curved mop frame keeps the mop pad off the floor when it is in
resting mode
• Flat profile provides most effective use of the entire Premira® Disposable
Microfiber Mop Pad cleaning surface
• Nonferrous aluminum handles can be used in sensitive, magnetic areas
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PRMH8005

ZeroGravity™ Mop Frame, 17.5”, blue

17.5” (44.5cm)

6 frames/case

PRMH8001

Handle, anodized aluminum, telescoping

56” (142cm), extends to
100” (254cm)

1 handle/case

PRMH8002

Handle, anodized aluminum

64” (162.5cm)

1 handle/case

PRMH8003

Handle, anodized aluminum

20” (50cm)

1 handle/case

PRMH8004

Handle, anodized aluminum, telescoping

36” (91cm), extends to
64”(163cm)

1 handle/case
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